TREASURE HUNT

1. Problem Statement:
 To understand, correlate and analyze the clues/ hints so as to find next
location and to ultimately find final treasure

2. Game Play:
 Firstly each team would be given the first clue. This clue will lead to the
next respective clues.
 In similar way team will need to find all the clues and the final treasure.
 Participants would only require to have a general knowledge and
understanding and ability to solve given clues.
 Clues will get harder as team ascends in the game.
 A certain number of clues will be called as batch ( for eg. 3clues = 1 batch).
After finding each batch one of team member should report to coordinator
desk to note the time
 Event can consist of two or more rounds depending upon the number of
entries.

3 . Judging Criteria:
 Points will be allotted for finding certain number of clues.
 Also time required to find those clues will have effect on points to be given
 Team which finds all the clues and final treasure wins.
 Ranking of all the teams will be based on points obtained by each team

3. Competition Rules:
 All the clues and hints will be available and accessible within defined
perimeter of college premises
 Team of 4 members has to be made
 Never tamper with another team's treasure. When you pick up your own team's
treasure at a location, leave the other treasures hidden there exactly as you
found . A violation of this rule could cost your team .
 If any Clues are missing from its right place respective teams should inform
Co-coordinators immediately.
 All the participants are requested to bring their College Id, and a copy of the
fee receipt.
 Participants must reach the venue 15mins before the competition begins.
 Teams can ask for hints only after certain time but it will cause deduction in
points.
 Any sort of misbehavior will not be tolerated.
.Additional details would be provided on day of event before event starts.

NOTE: Points given by the judges will be final. No argument will be tolerated, the
participant arguing with the judges can be disqualified.

4. Team Specification: Team must consist of 4 members .

5. Entry fee: Rs. 200/- per team

6.Prize :1st prize :- 4500rs/2nd prize :- 2500rs/3rd prize :- 1000rs/7.Contact detail: Coordinator: Mr. Amit Pathak – 9923872948
Mr. Raj Shah

- 9673167644

NOTE: The participants are expected to be present at the venue before the event
commences. Late comers are liable to be disqualified. Certificate of participation
will be awarded to all the participants. For any queries contact the event
coordinators.

